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A SURVEY ON THE EFFECT OF DEPARTMENTAL
CONSOLIDATION ON COST — OFFICE
AND FACTORY
WE waive aside as untenable any theory that your program
IFcommittee
had a rush of blood to the brain when it put me down
to talk with you on the subject of Departmental Consolidation, the
only excuse for my appearance here this evening is that an editor
of a business magazine is primarily an observer. By the nature of
his work, he looks into the operation of a good many businesses in
the course of a year. To keep abreast of progress in his field —
more properly abreast of progress in his readers' field —he carries
on a good many investigations, sends out liberal mailings of questionnaires so that you practical men can educate him by answering
them —if you do not chuck them lovingly into the waste - basket.
Above all, a conscientious editor strives to keep his mind free
of bias, of prejudice on whatever subject he has under his office
microscope. So if I have any excuse for taking your time this
evening, and it is half an hour too early for you to vote on that,
it is simply that we of "System Magazine" have been studying for
some months this whole question of trends in office organization
and departmental centralization or decentralization. From these
studies, from interviews and letters and from sending out some
thousands of questionnaires, we have reached certain conclusions
as to what goes on in this field of business activity.
I believe that our investigations have been sufficiently exhaustive
to give us a picture, a motion picture if you please, of what is taking place today in the centralization and decentralization of clerical
operations. Forecasting is always dangerous. The other evening
I heard Col. Leonard Ayres say that the most depressed industry
in America today is business forecasting. But the conclusions
from our survey of the movement in departmental centralization
seem a safe index of what is going to happen during the next few
years because it is in terms of a trend that is taking place to -day,
a wave that seems by no means to have reached its crest. Whether
it is a wave or a new water -level only you men and your colleagues
throughout American business can determine by the practical results you attain over the months and years to come.
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Perhaps 90 per cent of the speeches I have heard on business
subjects have started with the economic conclusions of Adam
Smith and the phenomena of the industrial revolution. As m y
contribution to the campaign for more oats and less hay in business
speech- making, I am going to spare you the task of following me
through the familiar paths of the evolution from home industries to
the modern factory, of the subdivision of labor and operations, of
the increased per capita production of pins and shoes and chairs
and automobiles that results when one man no longer makes the
complete article but instead performs a single job in a sequence.
On the office and accounting side, although it has been less extensively pointed to with pride by the publicists, much the same development has gone on. The old -time clerk or bookkeeper who
could and did perform every type of office operation has given
place to the skilled specialist who operates a bookkeeping machine
on the accounts payable ledger infinitely faster than did her predecessor with his pen and blotter; he has given way to the adding
machine operator who totals up columns of figures all day —and
has no remote idea how her job fits into her employer's scheme of
running his business to make a profit.
Business has found it more economical to have its employees
specialize, to subdivide its office operations and provide skilled
supervisors to direct its one -sided clerks than to continue in the
old ways. Office managers and auditors have of necessity divided
their forces into departments, usually pretty much as the immediate requirements of the office and the immediately available personnel made expedient. The result in many companies was that the
organization chart began to look like basket -work.
A simplification had to come. It seems inevitable in human
activities — though I can cite no recognized philosopher to bear it
out —that when we radically change our methods, our first tendency
is to become more complex, to do things the hard way. Then,
after we have attained a degree of complexity that makes the greybeards raise their voices in lamentation for the good old- fashioned
days, we begin to simplify and codify. Today we are going through
this last phase in office and accounting operations. We are beginning to abandon our pursuit of an abstract, attractive idea and revert to the guiding principle of all commercial operations— making
a profit. In terms of the office and accounting, this means that
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we want to get the necessary clerical work done well and promptly
at the least expenditure of money. The spread of this basic realization is at the bottom of the increasing interest that major executives
are today devoting to the whole question of office operation.
Unfortunately the process of departmental consolidation logically
starts back with our old f riend, the industrial revolution. First,
the actual manufacturing operations came away from the rest of
the business. Eventually sales and finance and administraton became distinguishable as separate entities. Perhaps by reason of
its early start, production seems first to have begun the process of
subdivision of operations.
The factory just grew until Frederick W. Taylor, with his coworkers and disciples, began to look at it in the cold light of scientific experimentation. The upshot was the formulation of job
standards, shop standard practices, the development of such revclutionary ideas as functional foremen, planning departments, central tool -rooms and the rest. Here we find the first radical steps
in the field of departmental consolidation, though actually these
were increases rather than decreases of the number of departments.
By superimposing a staff organization on the time - honored line organization, Taylor found it possible to increase the per capita output of a factory even though he increased the proportion of nonproductive to productive payroll. Over the years the factory has
gone further toward a logical organization of work than we have
in the other phases of business.
So today, when you walk through a well -run shop with the production executive in charge —and let me add, there are many more
well -run shops than well -run offices or well -run sales departments
—the professional- minded plant man can tell you exactly why this
operation follows that, why each is located exactly where it is,
how he would change it if the plant burned down and he had a
chance to start from scratch. He can tell you why it pays to have
all his screw machines concentrated in a single department but
why he has his punch presses scattered around in half a dozen
different departments in the plant. And if he is like the typical
manufacturing executive in the automobile industry, he can cite
for hours on end instances to show how a rearrangement of certain
operations cut costs, how dissecting one kind of work and placing
it in a new building alongside the old speeded up the flow of work
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through the plant and cut his inventory exactly so many hundred
thousands of dollars. He and his colleagues throughout the country's plants have practically worked out formulas for every ordinary factory contingency.
Ask him a general question: "When does it pay to consolidate
all of a given type of operations in one department ?"
He will answer in some such way as: "Savings in a centralized
machine department come through employing machines and operators more nearly to capacity and through better supervision. The
added expense of a centralized department comes in the handling.
When the work to be moved is bulky or heavy or both, this handling cost may be excessive. If the savings outlined exceed the
increased costs arising from increased handling, centralize. Otherwise don't. An alternative that sometimes pays," —and he tells
you some more like it. Your typical factory man knows almost
mathematically the possibilities and the limitations within which
he works. This does not prevent his experimenting constantly to
find ways to increase these possibilities and to widen out the limitations. But it is all on a scientific basis.
Rarely do we find an office manager who has the same factual
approach to conditions in his corner of the business. Probably
this is not his fault; his craft did not get its start as early as did
the factory management craft. But there's a lot for us to learn
from the factory when considering office management problems in
general and the whole question of departmental consolidations in
particular.
Take this point of whether to concentrate all equipment of a
given type in one office department. We have had central filing,
central duplicating, addressing, mailing, transcribing departments
for a good many years. But such phenomena as central adding
machine departments are a more recent development. We wanted
to find out what was going on in this direction, so we made a questionnaire investigation of this point. We found that 78 per cent
of the office executives queried believe that it is better to distribute
machines among departments; 2 2 per cent believed in concentrating
them. But almost every answer was qualified by some such phrase
as "it depends on the office and its work," and no one of those
office executives apparently had the possibilities and limitations
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clearly enough in mind so that it was the natural move to write
them out to clarify our ignorance!
All of these changes in business are very uncertain. We are
trying to feel our way and see what the trend is going to be. But
let me remind you that at this time, as has always been proved
out before, there will be tremendous profits for the people who
first guess the ultimate solution and take advantage of it in their
own businesses. The man who guesses right is the man who
profits.
We see occurring daily all around us such phenomena as mergers; one company opening branch plants and another closing a
branch and moving the machinery to the main plant; re- alignment
of lines within large companies and consequent territorial shifts;
office departmental consolidations and their opposite, office departmental subdivisions; shifting work from within a company to
a specialized service company on the outside. All of these changes
are in the interests of simplification, of getting the work done more
efficiently, whether the aim is primarily saving expense or saving
time.
Expense or time saving is always the aim, because thus we increase profits. Do these current changes in corporate organizations bring about lower costs? Only last week, at the American
Management Association meeting in New York, Dr. Willard L.
Thorp, Professor of Economics at Amherst College, declared that
statistics appear to refute the familiar reason that "Operation on
a large scale will lower the costs per unit of output and thereby
lower prices." There are a good many indicative details to suggest
that a merger can operate its offices more economically and with
less personnel.
Take the recent experience of our own company. McGraw Hill had three offices in Chicago, the outgrowth of mergers during
the last year and a half. We had three telephone switchboards
with a total of four operators. Ten days ago we moved into our
new consolidated offices. We now have one switchboard and two
operators to run it. All told, the merging of our three offices and
the transfer of some operations to New York threw probably roo
clerks out of work, and the same thing, on a larger or smaller
scale, has been going on in every sizeable city of the United States.
Whether a large sized organization comes into existence because
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of mergers or in some other way, there is the same effect. A single
general service department serves many more individuals.
How about departmental consolidations in offices? We recently
made a questionnaire study of this trend, selecting i,000 offices
large enough to have a problem in office management, but for the
most part not extremely large —say an average of 1 0 0 to 300 office
employees. This study disclosed that 40 per cent of these offices
have more departments now than they had five years ago, 34 per
cent have the same number, 26 per cent have fewer departments.
But totalling the number of departments, divisions and sections,
we find less than a total increase of 5 per cent in the number of
office working units. Since there has been a very considerable increase of volume of business during these five years — materially
more than 5 per cent increase in volume —and since general management is in many instances specifically reported as demanding
far more detailed information on operations, thus increasing the
work, this investigation certainly discloses the trend toward less
departments.
But we also asked these office executives whether their costs of
clerical work per dollar of sales volume are going up or down.
Exactly 6o per cent report their costs decreasing, 34 per cent report their costs increasing, 6 per cent report no changes. These
figures are, to be sure, interesting.
But the facts of real significance begin to appear when we take
the three groups according to increase or decrease in number of
departments and study the way their costs are going. Of the
offices that have more departments now than five years ago, 4 1
per cent show rising costs of clerical work and 59 per cent show
falling costs. Of those with the same number of departments now
as five years ago, the percentage showing is identical. But when
we come to the class of offices with less departments now than five
years ago, the trend is sharply different; ii per cent show rising
costs, 89 per cent show falling costs for their clerical work. It
takes no Sherlock Holmes to deduce that after all, there may be
something in this idea of simplifying the office and reducing the
number of departments. You can, these figures say, decrease your
office costs without decreasing the number of departments in your
office. But your chances of cutting your costs are half again as
good if you do decrease the number of departments. It must be
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admitted, of course, that the type of individual who sees how to
reduce the number of departments is also likely to see other shortcuts, so that the personal influence on these figures cannot be ignored altogether.
How does one go about decreasing the number of office departments? I can only fall back upon some other facts developed
from our questionnaire returns. Of the companies reporting an
increase in number of departments, roughly So per cent likewise
reported an increase in number of clerical operations while 20 per
cent have fewer operations. But ioo per cent of the companies
reporting a decrease in number of departments reported a decrease
in number of operations.
Another point we asked about was this: "In your organization
is responsibility for office management centered nearer to the general management, or further away, than it was five years ago ?"
"Nearer," said 40 per cent; "further," said 25 per cent; "no
change" said 35 per cent. Again we divided the answer sheets
into two heaps; this time one heap of those with costs going down,
the other heap with costs going up. Of those whose costs are decreasing, 54 per cent reported that office management is nearer
to general management than five years ago; 21 per cent reported
further; and 25 per cent no change. But of the offices where costs
are rising, 17 per cent reported nearer; 33 per cent further; 50
per cent no change. If the man in charge of office management,
then, is of general management caliber, the chances are materially
better of decreasing your office costs. The closer the responsibility
for office management to the top of the business, the better the
office manager's opportunities to bring about centralization of like
operations in a single department.
The general service departments were the first notable trend in
the direction of rearranging the old established departments. Fifteen years ago general files were pretty well accepted in large organizations, central transcribing departments were still a bit unusual. But I never heard of a centralized department for such
work as adding machine operations until very recently. Yet we
find in such a department the same increase in efficiency that the
factory executive declares belongs with concentrating all one kind
of machine tool in a department under skilled supervision. I know
of one department where all the calculating machine operations
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are performed for a large office. The work was gradually directed
here —it happens to be the old payroll office where they originally
figured bonuses for the factory employees —until today all of this
office machine work is done in this one department, with the same
personnel as previously handled only the payroll figures here. The
saving in wages and office space was considerable. And when they
finally got this concentration effected, they had a dozen calculating
machines in a vault ready to replace those in the department as they
should wear out.
Comparatively few offices are doing this sort of centralization
today. It is still new, newer than central transcribing departments
were when I got out of college 14 years ago. But such departments
are coming just as surely as transcribing departments and central
files have come. ..1nd where it is done right —not because it becomes fashionable but because it has been planned out and scheduled logically —it will cut costs and improve service just as a
rightly operated transcribing department does.
But, do you say, isn't this adding departments instead of consolidating departments? Aren't you arguing against what you
have already said about the profit in having fewer departments?
I don't think I am, although it does look like it at first glance.
You recall we were talking a few minutes ago about how an
ordinary progression in any human activity is to do things the complex way at first, then to simplify. This is exactly what happens
when some of the major functions are removed from the old line
departments such as credit, sales, accounting and so on. As the
non - essential services are removed, several old line departments
or sections are consolidated. I have seen it happen in our business.
You have seen it happen in yours.
Side by side with this tendency to centralize specialized departments, which today are being thought of as separate services where
previously they were regarded as functionally integral with the departments they served, we may notice another form of centralization. This form, less obviously but none the less truly centralization, is represented by such units as addressing companies, tabulating services, electric typewriting service. This is logically part of
the trend toward centralization. If a firm has not the volume of
work to justify a centralized department of its own, it can employ
the outside service company to relieve it of its work. It is not in-
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conceivable that a service company might become highly prosperous by taking over the whole burden of office work from a group
of small manufacturers and thus save the clients money as well as
improve their service.
Aside from the mechanical services —these are what we usually
think first of when we talk about centralization —there are other
services to be economically performed by centralization. For instance, planning and routing. Ever since Taylor's day, this has
been standard in manufacturing plants. But not in offices! Nevertheless it is being developed in a few progressive offices today, to
everyone's profit. It is not necessary always to set up a separate
department. I think of one plant where this type of thing is handled by a committee composed of the production manager, the production control manager, the comptroller and the auditor. By
following down the flow -lines of the office they have been finding
duplications of work, eliminating them, and then consolidating departments that no longer are needed when their non - essential functions have been removed.
Just the other day in the alumni journal of my university, I saw
a notice that the placement service had a job for a recent engineering or business administration graduate with some experience in
office management. It went on to say that his function would be to
study the office machinery jobs, to improve the application of machinery to office work with the purpose both of employing more
efficiently the machinery they already had and also of finding new
places where office machinery could profitably be employed.
I wanted to learn more about any concern with such a viewpoint so I traced down the job. It was offered by a nationally
known company and it was in a planning department which not
only routes the work through the office but also undertakes to develop better office methods for the office manager's department.
Here is an example of the sort of development this country's business is reaching toward, as we see it from our editorial department —and if any of you gentlemen labor under the illusion that a
business paper editor edits from a desk, I must take a moment to
enlighten you. He gets out into the field constantly, trying to
sense what is going on, to anticipate the trends, to get the jump
on the rest of the field. Our conclusions are not based upon academic, abstract thinking about what ought to be. Rather our con -
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clusions are based on what actually is. I traveled somewhat over
miles in this work last year. So we keep breezing around
looking for ideas in the business field.
From many observations, it looks to us as if the whole viewpoint on office management is being reversed. The shift is just
starting but the trend seems unmistakable. Office activities have
been regarded by all except a small group of thinkers, as less
amenable to scientific management than factory operations.
Steadily the other view has been gaining ground, until today we
find some of the bulwarks of scientific production management regarded as standard in the more progressive official organizations.
Job analysis, salary standardization, functional direction, centralized
service departments, plenty of others might be listed. Many indications point toward a conclusion that we are right now beginning a period when there will be a great interest in scientific management in the office, and remarkable developments toward the reduction of the cost of clerical operations.
A real force in this direction is the building up of groups of
men throughout the country who regard themselves as professional
men engaged in the practice of office management —such groups
as are centered around the office management subjects in the National Association of Cost Accountants, around the National Association of Office Managers, and the Office Management Division
of the American Management Association. If the movement continues, and there is every reason to believe it will, we may expect
to find a class- consciousness among office executives comparable
to that which already exists among production executives. And
this must lead to a great improvement in office management.
Perhaps the strongest influence for better management today,
not only better office management, but also better sales management, better store management, better general management, is
something that directly concerns the group of men in your organization. And it has its root in the trend toward budgeting and
budget control that has been gaining so much headway during the
past few years.
You can't budget without accurate records, without a close control on the facts of what the business is doing and what it is going
to do. This need for facts is one reason for the increase in the
number of clerical operations in so many offices— statistical depart 80,000
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ments, research departments, all kinds of additional jobs have
been taken on to supply the budgeting officer with facts by which
he can forecast accurately and then see that the operation of the
business stays within the forecasting figures. Obviously when a
company goes to great pains to get the facts in advance, the man
in control of the program is bound to exercise a strong influence
in the high councils of his company.
The development of the budgeting technique has brought about
a condition in which the accounting department of the company
has acquired an importance it did not have a few years ago. We
find more and more that the authority which works out the budget
and fits together into a general budget the estimates of the different
departments of the company has an influence upon the general
management of the company almost as important as that of the
chief executive officer. Of course, this accounting and budgeting
officer does not, just because he makes the budget, acquire a power
to decide policy questions and set major policies. The board of
directors or the chief executive does that. But in fitting together
the sales and revenue estimates and setting the disbursement allowances, he obtains inevitably a close insight into those policies that
are sound for his company. Perhaps it is safe to say that in a
well operated company, which nowadays means, among other
things, a company with a close budgetary control, this accounting budgeting official is becoming the real general manager. All
through business this is increasingly true.
I know from personal observation how the budgeting officer,
usually with the title of comptroller, is today the power at the right
hand of the president in dozens of manufacturing companies rated
AAi . And in some of these companies, I think, rather than the
right hand man he is the power behind the presidential chair.
Recently to find out what we could about the principles governing the centralization or decentralization of office operations, and
particularly of accounting operations, we visited and talked personally with the chief accounting and budgeting officers of a number of very large companies. For this investigation we selected
especially those companies which have the problem for far -flung
branches to complicate the job, for we felt that these concerns
would have arrived at more nearly the ideal solutions of the problems of centralization than concerns with simpler problems.
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I am going to tell you briefly of the practices of three of these
companies, a meat packer, an oil company and a railroad. You
gentlemen probably know already the things that it will take us
lots of time and hard work to find out. But then, if nobody tells
them to us in predigested form, we have to go find them for ourselves. And if we dig them up by our own hard work, they are a
little more likely to stick with us.
Complete decentralization of accounting and record - keeping is
the guiding principle in the packing company. Only those records
are maintained in the central headquarters which are necessary for
the operating information of the officers and department heads of
the company and for the books of record of the corporation. The
operating information is handled as statistics rather than as part
of the books of record. This company has a great many branch
manufacturing plants and branch distributing houses. Each maintains its own books and its own accounting force just as if it were
an independently owned and operated company. The local manager functions practically as if he were president of a company the
size of his branch, the local office maintains bank accounts and
pays its own bills. Let me read the statement of the comptroller
of this corporation.
"Undoubtedly this decentralization of accounting and record keeping makes for more slack in our organization, for a lot of
small offices with just one or two or five bookkeepers and clerks
cannot, or at least, will not be operated as economically and effectively as if the work of all these small offices were concentrated in
one large office under the authority of an expert supervisor. In
our type of business decentralization is not merely preferable, it
is essential. The local branch house manager sets his own prices.
extends his own credits, handles his collections. If a delay ensued
when a local customer entered to make a purchase or pay his account, he would soon get in the habit of doing his business next
door at a competitor's.
"Along this same line, if our records were centralized, or even
centralized in a few district offices, which would save us money in
actual clerical work, we should increase our collection period by an
average of somewhere between three days and a week. The interest lost thereby would cost us far more than all the inefficiencies
of the small offices.
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"A point of great psychological importance is that the manager
who has his own accountant right there is bound to believe the
accuracy of his operating figures. Central figures he may doubt,
but his own figures never. Moreover he gets his figures promptly.
He gets the bad news the next morning and he gets busy at once
on the problems they present."
The filling stations and local distributing stations of the oil company keep practically no records beyond copies of their sales
tickets which they forward to the district offices. The territory
in which this company operates is divided into about 2 0 districts,
each with a completely integrated office organization.
Savings in time and expense are the principal reasons for this
decentralization by districts. The nature of the business necessitates prompt service to individual customers — promptness, parenthetically, is increasingly important in practically every line of
business. The district credit office or district accounting office can
extend credit, render statements promptly, and handle all the other
routine transactions more quickly than could be done from a central office for the whole business.
Decentralization brings about expense savings, the accounting
executive declares. The general offices of the company are in a
large city, where office space is expensive, salaries are high because
of the comparativly high cost of living, and so on. The district
offices are housed in cheaper space, and clerical help is less expensive. "This saving in office expense and salaries far more than
offsets the slight decrease in efficiency due to failure occasionally
to keep every employee in every district office busy every minute
of the month," he explains.
Much the same principles govern the decentralization and centralization of the accounting operations in the railroad. All
primary accounting is decentralized at division points. All
auditing, excepting only such items as auditing station accounts, is
done centrally. And even the major share of station accounts are
audited centrally; only the surprise check -ups on the books and
the integrity of cash are the concern of the traveling auditor.
The principal reason for decentralization is to make available
for the operating officials up -to- the - minute operating records. A
delay of a week or two would be inevitable on a large trunk line
road, if the accounting were centralized. As it is, the division su1463
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perintendent has his figures immediately and can make his savings
and shifts in plans the minute some extravagence shows up on his
records.
Concurrently with the decentralized accounting in this railroad,
the centralized auditing shows substantial economies to be obtained
through centralization. And at two points on the line, where in
one instance two division points are located in a single city and in
the other instances, three division points are in a single city, they
have centralized all of the local accounting in one office and the
operations here are far more economically and competently performed than in ordinary division offices. Here they have attained
the economies of centralized accounting without losing any of the
advantages of decentralization.
Training the people to greater specialized skill by subdividing
the operations is another saving that the railroad has observed in
centralized office work. Also with the larger offices it is possible to
spread a little more work and still a little more on an individual so
that eventually he gets to working somewhere near his actual
capacity. But this is not so easily possible in the smaller office.
The cost of supervison in a centralized office is lower, this railroad's experience shows, than in a decentralized organization. And
further, the application of office machinery in clerical and accounting operations is easier in a large office because the increased volume of a given type of work makes it profitable to employ even
the most expensive machine, which machine would not pay its way
unless operated almost full time. Machine operations in this railroad's experience, require less supervision than do hand operations
since machine operations are easier to measure and the machine
operator tends to make fewer errors.
What definite conclusions, then, can be drawn from investigation of the practice of these three outstanding progressive and
profitable companies?
In the first place, all three agree that decentralization results in
prompter work. Therefore, when the time element is of major
importance, whether in service to customers, in supplying operating
figures while they are still hot, or in holding down interest charges
through prompter collections, decentralzation is uniformly recommended. But they agree that centralization cuts costs in every
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respect. So I believe that we can simmer this down to two principles that stand out from it.
i.— Decentralize to save time.
to cut clerical costs and supervisory costs.

2 . - Centralize

To sum this all up, there are two outstanding opposed tendencies
in the field of consolidation of departments today. The first is toward more departments, to rendering more service to the customer,
more different ways of merchandising, getting out house organs,
additional records for the mailing room. All of these additions to
functions due to the increasing complexity of business.
The second tendency is toward decreasing the number of departments. As we learn more about doing business we analyze this or
that office and accounting division. By applying the principles of
scientific management, we combine these functions of various departments in a way that brings about consolidation and simplification. Through these combinations we decrease the number of sections, divisions, departments and we have already seen that decreasing the number of departments results almost inevitably in
cutting the office expense.
Let me close this talk by repeating something that I have said,
it seems hours ago. It has been the invariable history of business
that that company or individual which first grasps the new tendencies, which first sees the way things are going and adjusts accordingly, makes large profits. If some of the facts set forth in
this rambling talk help any of you toward that happy goal, then
it has been worthwhile.
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